
 

Dear Sirs, 

 

 

in the name of the Primary school kralja Zvonimira, Seget Donji we would like to invite you 

to be our guest in the implementation of the Erasmus + project number 2018-1-NL01-

KA229-038917-4, in which our school is partnering with schools from Italy, Netherlands, 

Poland and Romania. 

 

The theme of the project "STEAM TIME - SOLVE UNESCO CRIME" is introducing 

europian cultural and historical heritage through mathematical stories. 

The project includes 4 mobility / exchanges between the mentioned countries where 150 

students and 10 teachers will directly  participate in two years. First mobility will happen 

from 4th November to 10th 2018. in Croatia 30  pupils  will be acquainted with our cultural 

heritage, partly through mathematical stories and workshops and partly through sightseeing 

of UNESCO protected cities such as Šibenik, Split, Solin and Trogir.  

The central event will be  "historical hunting trough Trogir" when four groups of pupils will 

solve math tasks will find the way to the next place, after which all the participants will be 

familiar with the Dalmatian tradional singig, multipart singing of Dalmatia, folklor dance 

and culinary specialties specific to each country. 

 

We invite You to support and enjoy this central event offered 

to our children on the November 7th event with the aim of 

making them more important and conciousnes of valuability 

of STEAM areas and UNESCO protected heritage of our 

city. 

 

It would be also extremely important, for the whole organization, if you could give us 

one or two flags of Your country. 

In attachment we are sending the invitation which we will also send by post office and we 

kindly ask You that You confirm Your arrival not later than October 22th. 

The project is supported by the European Commission, Seget Municipality, the City of 

Trogir and the Split - Dalmatia County. 

 

With respect, 

principal of the school Domink Matković, prof. 

 

ured@os-kralja-zvonimira-st.skole.hr 

 


